This paper reports some of the direct costs of raising equity capital by property trust initial public offerings (IPOs) in Australia from 1994 to 2004. It also documents the amount of underpricing by these IPOs. The results indicate the average fees paid to underwriters and/or stockbrokers in managing and marketing the issue was around 3.3% of the public equity capital raised. The average fees paid to legal firms, accounting firms and valuers for their professional involvement and expert reports were 0.4%, 0.2% and 0.1% respectively, totalling 0.7% of the equity raised. Other fees such as printing, listing fees, postage, distribution and advertising cost around 2.1%. The total average direct costs amounted to around 6.1% of the proceeds raised. The average underpricing by these property trust IPOs was 2.6%. This paper also investigates the hypotheses that the percentage direct capital raising costs are influenced by the size of the IPO and whether the IPO is underwritten. This study confirms that larger property trust equity capital raisings have lower percentage total direct costs, however, it does not find that underwriting significantly influences the percentage of total direct costs for these property trust IPOs.
Introduction
This paper investigates the direct and indirect costs of raising equity capital by Australian property trust initial public offerings (IPOs) from 1994 to 2004. The major components of direct costs include underwriting, stockbroking, legal, accounting, valuation, listing, printing, postage, distribution and advertising costs. Indirect costs include underpricing costs and the cost of management time working on the IPO. Underpricing is generally measured as the difference between the closing price of the IPO's shares on the first day and its issue price, divided by the issue price. The cost of management time is, however, not easily measured and generally not reported to the public.
Three international studies motivate this paper. Lee, Lochhead, Ritter and Zhao (1996) report that the direct costs of United States equity IPOs from 1990 to 1994 averaged 11% of the proceeds raised while underpricing costs averaged 12.05%. This suggests that the average US IPO during this period, with say an issue price of $1, received only 89 cents while their shares were traded at the end of the first day at around $1.12. Chen and Wu (2002) report the direct costs of Hong Kong IPOs from 1991 to 1996 averaged 10.44% of the gross proceeds while underpricing costs averaged 15.14%. This suggests that the average Hong Kong IPO during this period, with say an issue price of $1, received around 89.5 cents while their shares were traded at the end of the first day at around $1.15. Kooli and Suret (2002) report the direct costs of Canadian firm commitment underwritten IPOs from 1997 to 1999 averaged 14.39% of the public equity capital raised while underpricing costs averaged 18.95%. This suggests that the average Canadian IPO during this period, with say an issue price of $1, received around 85.5 cents while their shares were traded at the end of the first day at around $1.19. These aggregate to substantial capital raising costs. As such, this paper extends the Dimovski and Brooks (2006) finding of underpricing returns for Australian property trust IPOs during 1994 to 1999 of only 1.2%, to document the direct costs of capital raising by Australian property trust IPOs and to extend the dataset of property trust IPOs to 2004.
In addition this paper investigates the popular view identified in Pierson et al (2002, p299) suggesting that two factors that influence the costs associated with the equity capital raising are the size of the IPO and whether the IPO is underwritten. The costs of underwriting can be substantial as reported in How and Yeo (2000) who document the average costs of underwriting for Australian industrial company IPOs averaged 3.68% over the period 1980 to 1996. To this author's knowledge, however, the literature is not clear on whether underwriting significantly influences the percentage of total direct costs for Australian property trust IPOs.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly summarises some related literature. Section 3 outlines the data, sources and methods. In Section 4 the paper reports results of the analysis. Section 5 contains the conclusions.
Related Literature.

Cost of Raising Capital Literature
Lee, Lochhead, Ritter and Zhao (1996) investigated 1767 US IPOs during 1990 to 1994.
The median IPO capital raising was US$24.4 million. The average underwriting cost was 7.31% while the average total direct cost was 11.00% and average underpricing was 12.05%. Real estate investment trusts, or property trusts, were not included in the dataset.
The study identified clear economies of scale in both the total direct costs and underpricing costs for IPOs that sought to raise larger sums from the capital market.
Earlier, Ritter (1987) also pointed out that best efforts underwriting contracts in the US were more costly to issuers than firm commitment contracts in both underpricing costs and underwriter spreads. Chen and Wu (2002) investigated 281 Hong Kong IPOs during 1991 to 1996. The total amount of equity capital raised was over HK$82 billion. While underpricing costs were higher than those reported in the US study above, the average total direct costs were lower than the US study at 10.44%. In fact, the total direct costs were lower on average at every range of gross proceeds reported from US$0 -9.9 million up to US$500 million and over. This allowed Chen and Wu (2002) to claim that it was cheaper to raise equity capital in Hong Kong than in the US. Kooli and Suret (2002) investigated 224 Canadian IPOs and 1188 US IPOs during 1997 to 1999. The total amount of equity capital raised in Canada was over US$7.5 billion and over US$117 billion in the US. Average underwriting fees in Canada range from 8.12%
for IPO raisings up to US$10 million and were 5.53% for issues over US$100 million.
Average underwriting fees in the US range from 9.39% for issues up to US$10 million and were 6.26% for issues over US$100 million. The total direct costs, measured as a percentage of proceeds, averaged 14.39% for Canadian firm commitment offerings while they were 10.44% for the US IPOs. Underpricing in the firm commitment IPOs however, averaged 22.8% for Canadian IPOs and was 45.67% for US IPOs. In overall direct and underpricing costs, Canadian firm commitment IPO issues cost less than US IPO issues.
Underwriting Cost Literature
Chen and Ritter (2000) They found that underwriting spreads in that country also cluster; nearly 94% of the IPOs examined had spreads of exactly 2.5%. They argue that the recent arrival of the bookbuilding process appears to have decreased the clustering. How and Yeo (2000) examined 282 Australian industrial company IPOs from 1980 to 1996 and did not find a clustering of fees at any particular percentage. They report an average underwriting fee (exclusive of management and handling fees) of 3.68% and a range of 1% to 8% for these Australian IPOs.
It is also worth noting that Dimovski and Brooks (2004b) found that Australian industrial company IPOs that engaged underwriters during 1994 to 1999 left more money on the table than those IPOs that didn't employ underwriters. Money left on the table is defined as the number of issued shares multiplied by the difference between the issue price and the first day of listing closing price. They argued that underwriters may indeed add to indirect industrial company IPO costs.
Underpricing Literature
The literature into the underpricing of industrial company IPOs is vast. The range of first day returns reported internationally is from 4.2% in France (Leleaux and Murzyka, 1993) to 948.6% in China (SU and Fleisher, 1999) . Much of the international evidence is summarized in Loughran, Ritter and Rydqvist (1994) and Ritter (2003) . Australian industrial company IPO studies [Finn and Higham (1988) , How, Izan and Monroe (1995) , Lee, Taylor and Walter (1996) and Dimovski and Brooks (2004a) ] report underpricing returns of between 16.4% and 29.2%.
The literature into the underpricing of property trust, or real estate investment trust (REIT) IPOs is not so vast and the underpricing returns no where near as large. One of the first reported studies was by Wang, Chan and Gau (1992) who investigated 87 US REIT IPOs from 1971 to 1988 and find a 2.82% overpricing. Ling and Ryngaert (1997) investigated 85 US REIT IPOs from 1991 to 1994 and found an average underpricing return of 3.60%.
In Europe, Brounen and Eihholtz (2001) In Australia, Dimovski and Brooks (2006) examined 37 property trust IPOs during 1994 to 1999 to report an average underpricing of 1.2%. As with Ling and Ryngaert (1997) , they found that underpricing is partly explained by the existence of initial large or institutional investors.
Data, Sources and Methods
The primary source of the data was the Connect 4 Prospectuses database. A total of 58 property trust IPOs were identified from 1994 to 2004. The estimated total direct costs for each issue were identified in every prospectus. The costs of underwriting and/or stockbroking, legal, accounting and valuation work associated with the public issue were often also identified in the prospectus. The IPO costs for 1 of the 58 IPOs did not identify the total costs of the capital raising because they were paid for entirely by the institution floating the entity. Data relating to this IPO were removed from the dataset.
The closing share price of the first day's trading was obtained from the Australian Stock Exchange's IRESS database and the Bourse Investor website. The first day's closing price was deducted from the issue price and then divided by the issue price to derive a percentage underpricing cost (or percentage overpricing gain) to the issuer.
The first part of this study provides a descriptive analysis and discussion of the percentage direct costs of capital raising and underpricing percentages for LPT IPOs from 1994 to 2004. The second part of the study investigates some factors that might influence the total direct costs of the capital raising. This second part is designed to specifically test the Pierson et al (2002) view that two factors that influence the costs associated with the capital raising are the size of the raising and whether the issue is underwritten. This study also tests whether there may be some more factors that influence the total percentage direct costs. More formally, the variables to be tested are as follows:
• a LNTOTMIL variable reflects the logarithm of the size of the total capital raising (in millions of dollars); it is the natural log of the issue price multiplied by the number of shares sought to be issued;
• the equity holding or guaranteed equity subscription by a large investor/institution is denoted by LNINSTIT. This variable is calculated using the formula ln(1+% investor/institution holding or subscription). The natural log specification is used to reduce the influence of outliers while 1 is added because some LPT IPOs have no investor/institutional involvement;
• the leverage of the trust is denoted as LNDEBTFIN. This is calculated as the ln(1+% total liabilities). Again the natural log is used to reduce the influence of outliers and 1 is added because some LPT IPOs do not hold any debt at the time of the float;
• a UWRITTEN dummy variable of 1 is recorded for those property trusts that employ an underwriter for the capital raising and 0 for those that don't;
• the two most common types of property trust are Office and Retail. They are denoted by dummy variables OFFICE and RETAIL respectively;
• a STAPLED dummy variable is recorded for those property trusts that issued stapled securities. Such securities generally consist of a unit in a trust and a share in a company. The unit and the share are not tradable without the other. The trust is likely to be the holder of income producing real estate while the company is likely to deal in property development activities.
An ordinary least squares regression (OLS) model is performed on the data using the total percentage direct costs (TOTALPER) as the dependent variable. The model is expressed as:
where all the variables are as defined previously, the β's are unknown parameters to be estimated and ε is assumed ~ N (0, σ²).
The LNTOTMIL reflects the size of the public capital raising. As with Lee, Lochhead, Ritter and Zhao (1996) Table 1 advertising cost around 2.08% of the proceeds raised. These direct costs total to around 6.10% of the gross public proceeds raised for the LPT IPOs. There are minor differences between capital raising costs for Retail LPT IPOs compared to Office LPT IPOs and
Results
Other LPT IPOs but these could be related to the size of the issue rather than the type of LPT IPO. This is more formally examined later in the paper.
The average percentage underpricing by these LPT IPOs was 2.58%. Average underpricing was around 2.51% for the Retail LPT IPOs while average underpricing for Office LPT IPOs was around 2.13% and for the Other LPT IPOs was 3.25%.
Underpricing ranged from 25.33% to overpricing of 20% in our dataset.
The combination of total direct costs and underpricing costs suggests that an average Retail, or Office or Other LPT IPO with say an issue price of $1 receives net proceeds of around 93 to 95 cents while their shares are traded at the end of the first day at around $1.03.
(insert table 1 about here) Two sets of coefficients and p-values are reported for robustness. The first set includes the 57 LPT IPOs. The second set excludes one outlier IPO whose percentage total direct cost was greater than 3 standard deviations away from the mean. The highly significant negative coefficient on LNTOTMIL in both regressions suggests that larger public equity capital raisings have economies of scale and are less costly in terms of their percentage of total direct costs compared to smaller public equity capital raisings. All of the other variables, including the UWRITTEN variable are insignificant in the two regressions.
(insert Table 2 about here)
Conclusion
This paper investigated 57 listed property trust IPOs during 1994 to 2004 to summarise some of the average direct costs of the total equity capital raised. It also identified the average underpricing by the LPT IPOs for this 11 year period. These average total direct costs provide useful benchmark measures for issuers, underwriters and subscribers to LPT IPOs. The paper also extends the Dimovski and Brooks (2006) 
